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Recursive Methods in Economic DynamicsHarvard Business School, 1989
A magnificent work that is bound to have immense influence on the ways economists think about dynamic systems for many years to come. My own guess is that this book will eventually acquire the stature, say, of Hicks's     Value and Capital or Samuelson's Foundations.
 --Thomas J. Sargent, Hoover Institution
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Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition (New Riders Games)New Riders Publishing, 2003
Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition is a revision of the classic that you have been waiting for! This is a detailed guide to game design and planning from first concept to the start of development, including case studies of well known games. Originally published in 1999, Game Architecture and Design, has been updated by the original authors...
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Into the Bermuda TriangleInternational Marine, 2005
Still unsolved, still baffling, still claiming new victims. Here are the untold stories.  

A pilot reports a strange haze enveloping his plane, then disappears; eleven hours after fuel starvation, as if calling from a void, he is heard 600 miles away. He requests permission to land, then vanishes forever. A freighter steaming over placid...
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The Cruise Control Diet: Automate Your Diet and Conquer Weight Loss ForeverBallantine Books, 2019

	Activate your weight-loss autopilot—use the power of simple intermittent fasting to lose the pounds and keep them off, from Hollywood trainer and #1 New York Times bestselling author Jorge Cruise.

	

	Timing is everything when it comes to losing weight. Or, as celebrity trainer Jorge Cruise...
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Cyber Terrorism: Political And Economic ImplicationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Cyber Terrorism: Political and Economic Implications is a cyber terrorism brief that outlines many of the recent terrorist activities, political objectives, and their use of cyberspace. Much of this book is dedicated to illustrating the use of the global information infrastructure by terrorists for the communication and coordination of distributed...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Programming For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Create and modify databases and keep them secure
    Get up to speed on using T-SQL to store and manipulate data    

    SQL Server 2005 improves an already great database management system. This book shows you how to put it to work in a hurry. You'll find out how to use the SQL Server Management Studio...
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Pro C# with .NET 3.0, Special EditionApress, 2007
C# 2005 has enjoyed huge success in the year since its launch, firmly establishing itself as the premier language for development on Microsoft's successful .NET 2.0 platform. With the launch of the .NET 3.0 extensions in early 2007, the horizons of this language are being extended, and it is becoming even more powerful as it is able to leverage the...
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Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 (WF) is a significant part of .NET Framework 4.0. WF makes workflow technology available to every single programmer that uses the .NET Framework 4.0. It is easy to create long running and distributed programs using WF with the right knowledge. With this book, you will discover that working with workflows is...
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Getting Good with JavascriptRockable Press, 2011

	Ever wanted to spice up your websites with a dash of JavaScript, but not known where to start? In Getting Good with JavaScript, author Andrew Burgess breaks programming in JavaScript down into easy, straight-forward principles and practices.


	This book will introduce you to important programming concepts, show you how to write your...
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Professional UML with Visual Studio .NETWrox Press, 2002
If you want to use Visio for Enterprise Architects to quickly design and create enterprise software, this is the book for you.
The integration of Visual Studio .NET Enterprise Architect and Visio for Enterprise Architects is a formidable combination. Visio offers powerful diagramming capabilities, including such things as creating UML models,...
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Windows XP NetworkingAddison Wesley, 2004
  			Windows XP: practical solutions for working network administrators  		

Deploying, managing, or supporting networks with Windows XP clients? Here's all the information you need to maximize reliability, security, and performance... and minimize hassles and aggravation!...
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MatchUpSimon & Schuster, 2017

	In this incredible follow-up to the New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller FaceOff, twenty-two of the world’s most popular thriller writers come together for an unforgettable anthology.

	

	MatchUp takes the never-before-seen bestseller pairings of FaceOff and adds a delicious new twist:...
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